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Abstract

Motion estimation and segmentation has been one of ttre most important prerequisite tasks for many
c,onrputer vigion applications such as surveillance, tracking, human-machine interface. Many previous
approaches have problem ofrobusfiress under unexpected situations such as large illumination chanESes. In
this paper, we propose a motion segmentation method trased on robust illumination invariant optical flow
estimalion.
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.[. ]lntroduction

Miotion-based image segmentation algorithms seek to partition an image into regions on the

basis of the properties of the motions observed in pixels. That a motion property can serve as a

gocd basis for grouping pixels together is intuitively obvious and has been recognized by the

rest:an:h community for a long t'rme []. It has also been recognized that adding motion as a

criterion for segmentation can alleviate some of, the shortcomings of the more traditional

algrrithms that try to segment an image on tho basis of static athibutes such as intensity, edge,

collr, and texhre. Unfortunately, estimating motion parameters from a sequence of images is still

not easy, though much research has been conducted in this uea l2l. This makes motion-based

segmrerntation of images quite difficult

Tlte srimplest approach to segmenting moving objer;ts in an image sequence is to find differences

betrveen consecutive images in a video sequenc€ [3]. Though such differencing provides

infcrrrmation about the locations of moving pixels and the gross motions associated with a region,

it d,res not estimate motions precisely anough to use other motion estimation techniques such as

the optical flow rnethod. For more precise motion-hased segmentation, in mest cases, one must

resort 1o multiple motion estimation Obviously, if a multiple motion estimator is performingwell,

it u'ould be easy to group the pixels tpgether on the basis of the motions corresponding to the

diff*ent objects. Mitiche [ ] has classified the more advanced techniques (that is, techniques
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more advanced than the differencing method and possibly using multiple motion estimation) for

motion-based segmentation into two groups: border placement schemes and region extraction.

schermes. While a border placement scheme looks for motion boundaries between regions thal:

hav: different motion properties, a region exftaction scheme looks for regions that maxirnize,

some nootion-related homogeneity criterion Though this classification is useful in understanding

basic t;oncepts to classify different motion segmelrtation methods, it does not include recenl

appr:oachx such as methods that estimate motion an<lcarry out segmentation simultaneously.

Differrent classifications that include these rnorb recent methods, which also focus on optical

flovr-based methods in which we are particularly interested have recently been proposerl by

several authors [5]. Atfrough these authors may use different labels for tlre various categories of

app:oaches, we believe that these approaches fall intp the following tltee categories:

simriltcmeous approaches, topdown approaches, and bottom-up approaches. The topdown

approaches commonly start with optical flow tftat is estirnated globally from a sequence of'

imqges. Then, the optical flow field is partitioned into several regions that have similar motionL

properlies in each reglon, using a segmentation method [6]. In the topdown approCIches" the

optical flows, once estimate{ are not updated" whereas in the simultaneous approaches, the

optical flows are updated in an iterative framework and the image is simultaneously segmented

based on the uniformity of optical flows. The optical flow calculations and motion-based,

segrnentations canied out using the expectation maximization (ElO framework belong to the

simultameous approach category [7].

All of these motion segmentation methods are based on optical flow estimation methods that

pely on the constant brightness assumption and motion smootlness constraint, which can easily be

violate,cl. Consequently, the segmerfation results 'will be severely distorted in the situations

men.tioned above. In this paper, we present an improved motion segmentation method based on

an optical flow estimation technique that is robust against illumination changes and a general

elusteriing algorithm.

2. Optical Flow Estimation

In this paper, we propose a robust optical florv estimation method that reformulates the

brightness constancy constaint of Gennert and Negahdaripour [9] within the robust statistical

ftanteurork of Black and Anandan [10]. Using this new approactr, we can simultaneously alleviate

the problem of illumination changes and motion dliscontinuities [13]. The classical brightness
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con$tancy constraint l(x+6x,y+|y,t+6t)=I(t;,y,t) [11] is replaced by the following rnore

generalform:

I (x + 6 x, y + 6 y,t + 6 t) = M (x, y J) I (x, y, t) + C (x, 1t, t) (1)

in rvhich l(x,y,t) is the intensity of a pixel in an image at coordinates (x,y) and time r, and

M(r:,y,t) and C(x,y,t) are multiplicative and aJditive radiometric parametgrs, respectively. We,

can let M --l+ 6M and C = dC, since M and C: ar$ expected to change only slightly from l andi

0, nlspectively. Furthermore, approximating the left-hand side of (1) rsing a Taylor expansion upr

to tlre lirst order and dividing both sides by dt yieldts

I , t t + I r v + 1 , - 1 , - c = 0  ( 2 )

where  7 -= tm4 .  / . . = l im  L ,  t ,= I i - 51  "  6 ' x  = f i r o+  ,  I -=v^2y ,  f f i d .
ai3?r5* '  ,  dr+ogy 6,$E ' u=ln/,; '  v-; l i ;  

5t '  '^ - i l j i  
5y

r = l^,*. We estimate optical flow by minimizing the same objective function that is used in
6t4t 6t

the method of Gennert and Negahdaripour [9], lbut employ the discretized smoot]mess constrainl:

and tlre robust M-estimators that are used by Black and Anandan [10] as follows:

(u,v)1" = *g*i"ff(Eu + ).,E, + xrE^ + 4t")dxdy (3)

wherre X,, I^,and 4 are the relative weighting par{rmeters,, and

Er, = pt(I,u+ Irv + I,  - I ,- c, c6), n, =Zlp"(u-nn, o,)+ p,(u-u", o,)]

4 , = I  P , ( m - m , , o ^ ) , E"=L p"( , : -e , , ,  o" ) (4)

in urhich pO is a robust M-estimator, and ou t os 2 o^, and o" are scale parameters for eachr

esti:nnalor. Variables ilnt ynz mn, anrd c, are the horizontal velocity, vertical velocity, and the timer

derivalives of the mr.rltiplicative and additive radiometric parameters of pixels belLonging to al

neighborhood N, respectively. The Lorentzian. fuirction is chosen as estimator pO, and the:

objective function is minimized using the graduated non-convexity continuation (GNC) me,thodl

and a gradient-based Simultaneous over relaxation (SOR) method as presented in [10]. Ther

recusive equations that are used in the SOR phase are given by

u'r+t) -u-) -rffi#|,_,r,,, v('+r) -v(') -r#D#|"=r,,

rh,t:n+tt - *(il -or##1,=,,,,, c",") =s(o) -0), 115#1"=",,,
(s)

wherre 0 < at < 2 is a relaxation parameter that eontrols the sipeed of convergence. The derivatives;

of l: vyith respept to each variable and their upprr bound ? are as fol.lows:
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!,1# == $lr,^ (I.u + I,v + I, - r. - c) + |fio, (u - u,)\ *ar

,,t#,= $lr,* (r,u + r,v + r, - t ̂  - c) + t,fio, (u * o,1\ aay

1#'=tt{r*(I,u+I"v+1,-r--c)+t*p*r^(*-*)l:l@
!,?#'-= fi{- r, (I "u + I,v + I, - r ̂  - e ) + Lfiv " (" 

- 
",)} aar

l1u',r=\+!, r(v) =L**, r(n)=L*\,
a; o,' o; os' o; on-

(6)

r@)=4+*
o; o.'

(7)

3. IYlotion Segmentation

Among the motion segmentation methods that are classified in Sec. 1, we chose the topdown

melhod because of its simplicrty and ability to show the effectiveness of our optical flo{v method.

F'or th,e clustering step needed in this approactr, we will group pixels tbgether on th,b basis of

similarity of motion direction. An altemative approach would consist of gouping pixels in

velocity (a-v) space directly. We believe that clustering directly with respect to motioil direction

yields superior results on account of the immunity gained vis-a-vis the magnitude of the optical

floli, vector. With regard to the specifics of how clustering is accomplished with res$ect to the

mo1;ion direction" we have experimented with three different methods: the valley seekiilg method

[12[, tlre region growing metho4 and the split-and-merge method. Howdver, we will $how only

the results using the split-and-merge method in this paper because there i$ little differedce annong

their nssults. The split-and-merge algorithm works in a way that is the opposite of tfie region-.,

gro,'vhg method. The initial reglor! whictU at the beginning is the entire image, is dijvided into

fotu: re,gions if the average of the differences of the directions of motion of all pixels is greater

than a threshold. This process is repeated for each one ofthe four regions until no nlore splits

occrff. After finishing this splitting process, the neighboring reglons are merged if the dverage of

the diflierences of their directions of motion is less than a threshold.

4. Ilxperimental Results

To elfectively show the robustness of our optical flow estimation method and the motrion-based

segnentatiorl we used the image sequence of moving cars shown in Fig. 1.
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F:ig. 1. Real test image frames of moving cars

Fi1g. 1l shows a sequence for moving cars, with illumination changes. Fig. 2 shows the optical

florar results using three previously published methods and our new tr'nethod for two innage

seqrrcnces. These results clearly show that the motiron estimated by our rnethod is closest to the

actual motion of the moving objects, with the smallest effect from illumin4tion change.

(a)By thenethodin [11] @)Bythemeftodin [0] (b)Bythemettrcdin [9]
Fig. 2. Optical flow results for moving cars sequence

(Q By owpnopmed mrflrod

Fig. 3f shows the segmentaiion results from the optical flow estimation f,or the image s€euooc€

of nrot'ing cars. As we can see in these results, the motion segmentati0n based on our ro'bust

illurnination invariant motion estimation method is rnore reliable for use ifr high-level processing

in computer vision applications.

@tsyttt"mrdtfit"Ttq Olevttremdttidinttof (,c)Byttlem€ttrfrCf9l @.m,*lrod
Fig. 3. Motion segmentation results for moving cars sequence

5. Conrclusions

In thiis paper, we preserted a new optical flow estimation method ttrat is robust for large

illurnination changes and motion discontinuities by c;ombining two existing methods into a single

compr.rliation frame, A comparison with existing msthods was made" and the superiority ofour

methodl was verified using synthesized and real images. We also presented a topdown motion

segrnerrtation approach using the split-and-merge algoritlim based on our method of optical .flow

estirnation, which is more reliable than the approaches based on other optical flow estimation

methocls.
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